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Abstract
A trajectory analysis of the CCM3 moisture simulation is used to show that the model simulates upper-
tropospheric moisture observations better than would be inferred from a traditional geographical com-
parison. The upper-tropospheric moisture simulation is compared to upper-tropospheric moisture
derived from GOES 6.7-micron observations for September 1992. Trajectories start in convective
regions of the tropics and are followed into non-convective subsidence regions. Moisture and pressure
along the trajectories are determined for both the model and observations. Humidity values as a function
of subsidence agree much better between observations and model than do geographical grid box com-
parisons, because the model does not simulate details in the large-scale flow pattern precisely. The rela-
tive humidity decreases slightly more slowly with subsidence along trajectories in the CCM3 simulation
than in observations.

1. Introduction
The natural variability of upper-tropospheric

humidity and the ability of atmospheric models to simu-
late it correctly both remain uncertain, and these uncer-
tainties limit the confidence in climate simulations by
atmospheric models. In this paper, we present a trajec-
tory method for comparing simulated and observed
upper-tropospheric moisture. This method provides a
different test for evaluating the ability of models to sim-
ulate the role of water vapor in climate change from
comparisons made previously (Salathé et al. 1995;
Soden and Bretherton 1994; Roca et al. 1997; Schmetz
and Van de Berg 1994). The trajectory method reveals
the physical relationship between upper-tropospheric
humidity and the large-scale subsiding flow, which
appears to be important in determining the climate
response to perturbations in convective intensity and fre-
quency. Thus, accurately modeling the distribution of
tropical convection and the relationship between con-
vective moistening and subsidence drying along trajec-
tories is critical to satisfactorily simulating the tropical
climate.

Salathé and Hartmann (1997) present a trajectory
analysis of upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) and
show that the variation of UTH along trajectories pro-

vides a simple explanation of the horizontal moisture
distribution away from convection. Similar studies by
Pierrehumbert (1998) and Soden (1998) have supported
these results. The trajectory analysis separates the effect
of large-scale advection on clear-air moisture from
details in the large-scale wind pattern and in the location
and intensity of convection. In this paper we will use
this trajectory analysis to compare observations with
simulations by the National Center for Atmospheric
research (NCAR) Community Climate Model version 3
(CCM3). The simulation compares much better with
observations when the trajectory analysis is used than
when traditional Eulerian averages are used.

The comparison of atmospheric simulations with
observations poses many challenges as discussed by
Randall and Wielicki (1997). Geographical pattern com-
parisons have limited scope in assessing the simulation
of atmospheric processes in a general circulation model
(GCM). A model can do well in producing the long-
term mean moisture pattern yet fail to capture the physi-
cally important features that are reflected only at shorter
time scales. For example, Salathé et al. (1995) showed
that the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres (GLA)
GCM satisfactorily captured the extreme contrast in
moisture across the tropics revealed in 10-year means.
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The model, however, was unable to adequately simulate
the moisture patterns observed for the 1983 El Niño sea
surface temperature anomaly. Thus, comparisons of
long-term mean statistics may pose too weak a test of a
climate model’s ability to simulate climate perturba-
tions. The reverse may also be true when comparisons
of geographical patterns are too stringent a test. A model
that only coarsely represents present-day statistics, but
which accurately simulates the processes that determine
the climate, might be quite useful for climate prediction.
Long-term means may not reflect how well important
processes are captured when there is an unrelated defi-
ciency that, for example, mislocates convective activity.

A method to examine the global response of an
atmospheric simulation is presented in a study by Sun
and Held (1996) who compare the correlation between
temperature and humidity in radiosonde data and a
GCM simulation. They found that the simulation gave a
much stronger coupling between moisture and tempera-
ture than observed, which they attribute to excess verti-
cal moisture transport in the 9-level model.

In another study that separates physical relation-
ships from their geographical locations, Fu et al. (1997)
compared the moisture response of CCM2 simulated for
the 1987 El Nino. By examining the correlation of UTH
at all points in the tropics with precipitation over the
equatorial Pacific, they revealed the global moisture
response to the shift in convection during El Nino. Their
results show that the model can simulate the observed
shift of extreme dry zones that surround tropical precip-
itation, in contrast to the GLA GCM results mentioned
above.

The recent studies of the variation of upper tropo-
spheric moisture along trajectories (Salathe and Hart-
mann 1997; Pierrehumbert 1998; Soden 1998) appear to
capture important processes controlling upper-tropo-
spheric water vapor, and separate these processes from
details of the circulation pattern. If the model can cap-
ture behavior comparable to these observational results,
we can conclude that the model adequately represents
many of the important physical mechanisms controlling
upper-tropospheric water vapor and its relationship to
convection. The ability of the model to accurately simu-
late climate processes and feedbacks is much more
important to simulating climate change than is capturing
details of the weather patterns.
2. Data

The observed data in this study is the same dataset
presented in Salathé and Hartmann (1997). Upper-tro-
pospheric humidity (UTH), defined as the mean relative
humidity with respect to water between 500 and
200 mb, is retrieved from GOES 6.7µm observations
following the method of Udelhofen and Hartmann
(1995) and Schmetz and Turpeinen (1988). Cloud-free

pixel values are averaged on a 2.5-degree grid to yield
the clear-sky equivalent UTH. The retrieval entails for-
ward calculations using ECMWF temperature and mois-
ture profiles to create a lookup table mapping UTH to
satellite brightness temperature.

The high-cloud fractional coverage indicates the
location of deep convection and is computed by compar-
ing the cloud-top temperature from GOES 11-µm
images with the ECMWF temperature field to find the
fraction of a grid box where the cloud top is colder than
the 300 mb temperature. This threshold is equivalent to
the choice of 235 K cloud top temperature used, for
example, by Chen et al (1996), and includes most of the
highly reflective, optically thick clouds associated with
active convection.

To perform trajectory calculations, we use horizon-
tal winds from the ECMWF analyses. The trajectories
follow the two-dimensional movement of columns
within the 500 to 200 mb layer, and are computed using
the mean winds over that layer. In order to track the sub-
sidence of the air column as it follows this horizontal
path, we compute vertical motion as the radiatively
driven descent (Salathe and Hartmann, 1997). Radiative
fluxes are computed using the CCM2 column radiation
model. Temperature and moisture profiles for this com-
putation are taken from the ECMWF analyses, with the
satellite-derived UTH substituted between 500 and
200 mb.

The simulation is a 15-year integration of the
NCAR CCM3 forced by observed monthly-mean sea
surface temperature, a so-called Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) run. The NCAR
CCM3 is a spectral GCM with T42 (approximately 2.8-
degree latitude/longitude resolution), 18 vertical levels,
and 20-minute time resolution, using semi-lagrangian
transport for moisture (Kiehl et al., 1996, 1998). The
moist convection parameterization includes the deep
cumulus scheme of Zhang and McFarlane (1995).
Important changes from CCM2 include modifications to
the simulation of radiative transfer, the boundary layer,
and moist convection. We use the simulated winds and
moisture for the trajectory analysis, and use the convec-
tive precipitation field to indicate the convectively active
regions in the simulation. As with the observed data,
vertical motion is taken as the radiatively driven diabatic
descent, with the radiative cooling computed from the
simulated temperature and moisture profiles.

To compare the simulation to the satellite-derived
data, we compute the GOES water vapor channel radi-
ance from the CCM3 temperature and moisture fields
using the same forward model as is used in the retrieval
method. Applying the retrieval scheme to the radiance
computed from the model data returns the simulated
UTH for comparison to the observations. The most
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appropriate method for evaluating atmospheric models
is to simulate the satellite observations from the model
results (Salathe, et al. 1995; Soden and Bretherton
1994).
3. Simulation of Convective Regions

The trajectory analysis depends on selecting the tra-
jectory origins in deep convection. However, we are
using different parameters to indicate convection in the
observations and simulation, and thus we will begin this
section by defining how convectively active regions are
chosen in the observations and simulation. We will then
use these definitions to compare the observed and simu-
lated distribution of convective activity. In evaluating
the moisture simulation, we must consider two issues.
The first, addressed in this section, is whether the model
can produce the observed frequency and distribution of
deep convection. The second, treated in sections 4 and 5,
is whether the model captures the correct relationship
between convection and moisture transport into the clear
air.

Figure 1. The September 1992 monthly-mean distribution of
convective activity over the eastern tropical Pacific, as indicated
by observed high cloud fraction (top), CCM3-simulated 250 mb

cloud fraction (middle), and CCM3-simulated convective precip-
itation in mm/day (bottom)

a. Definition of convective regions
Comparison between the observed and simulated

cloud fraction presents several problems since this quan-
tity is not defined in the same way in both cases. For the
observations, we have defined the high cloud fraction as
the proportion of satellite pixels in a 2.5-degree gridbox
that indicate a cloud top temperature colder than the
ECMWF 300 mb temperature at that point. The
monthly-mean cloud fraction is shown in Fig 1a. A par-
tially cloudy pixel could be missed in this test if it
results in a pixel mean less than the 300 mb temperature.
Thus, the satellite-derived cloud fraction could underes-
timate the true high cloud fraction.

The monthly-mean cloud fraction at each level is
archived from the simulation. CCM3 diagnoses the
cloud fraction at each pressure level based on the simu-
lated vertical motion, humidity, and temperature (Kiehl
et al. 1996). Ideally, to compare with the satellite-
derived cloudiness, the overlapping clouds at each layer
of the CCM3 simulation must be accounted for by some
method. The maximum cloud fraction in the simulation
occurs at 250 mb, so the cloud fraction at this level
should be a reasonable indicator of the monthly-mean
high-cloud distribution, given the properties of deep
convective cloud systems. The 250 mb simulated
monthly-mean cloud fraction is shown in Fig 1b.

Since only the monthly average and not the daily
simulated cloud field is archived we will use simulated
convective precipitation to indicate locations of convec-
tion in the daily simulations. For the observations, we
assume all points with more than 20% high cloudiness
are convectively active. To find a threshold for the simu-
lated precipitation that is consistent with high cloudi-
ness, we compare the monthly-mean simulated 250 mb
cloudiness (Fig. 1b) and convective precipitation (Fig
1c). The contour of 5 mm/day precipitation covers a
similar area of the eastern Pacific region as is covered by
20% simulated cloud fraction. Thus, we consider all
points with convective precipitation greater than 5 mm/
day to be convectively active. Note that Fig 1c indicates
precipitation extending over the equatorial West Pacific;
although the contours in Fig 1b end at 10% cloudiness,
there was cloudiness simulated with the precipitation
there.
b. Comparison of observations and simulation

In the atmosphere, the location of convective activ-
ity is tightly coupled to sea surface temperature (SST)
gradients (Hartmann and Michelson 1993). Since the
CCM3 simulation is forced by observed monthly-mean
observed SST, we expect that oceanic convection is sim-
ulated for the same locations as observed in the monthly
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mean. Figure 1a shows the mean observed high cloud
fraction and Fig 1b shows the monthly mean simulated
cloud fraction at 250 mb for September 1992. The
monthly-mean convective activity in the eastern Pacific
is well located in the simulation. Cloud fraction, how-
ever, is considerably higher and less wide spread than
indicated by the observed cloudiness, even considering
the discrepancies in how the two quantities are defined.
Excess monthly mean precipitation in the CCM3 simu-
lation for the East Pacific is consistent with excess cloud
fraction (Hack et al., 1998).

Figure 2. Observed (top) and CCM3-simulated (middle) upper-
tropospheric relative humidity for the eastern tropical Pacific.
Observed and simulated wind vectors overlay the humidity field.
The lower panel is the simulation minus the observation.

With the thresholds for active convection chosen
above (observed cloudiness exceeding 20% and simu-
lated precipitation exceeding 5 mm/day) we can now
compare day-to-day variability of the simulated and
observed convection. Since we cannot expect the model
to duplicate the synoptic variability of convection, we
shall compare observed and simulated values of the total
area of the southeastern tropical Pacific occupied by

convection, without reference to where within this
region convection is located. Pierrehumbert (1995) has
argued for the dynamical importance of the area occu-
pied by convection in the tropics. The convective area
we might infer from the monthly-mean cloud distribu-
tion will be different from the monthly average of the
area on each simulated day, whereas the second is more
physically relevant. We restrict the area of computation
to the region from 30S to 30N and 170W to 60W and
find the area of convective activity for each day in both
the simulation and observations. Averaging the daily
value of convective area over the month yields 26% for
the simulation and 13% for the observations. Thus, the
simulation based on the Zhang and McFarlane (1995)
parameterization produces twice the instantaneous con-
vective area than is typical for the observations. Also,
the simulated deep convection tends to remain at fixed
locations whereas in the observations the convective
areas shift about the tropics from day to day. Returning
to the comparison of monthly-mean cloudiness in Fig 1,
this behavior of the daily variability in convection is
reflected by low values of the observed cloudiness
spread over a large area compared to high values con-
fined to the locations of the stationary convective activ-
ity in the simulation.
4. Geographical Moisture Distribution

Figure 2 displays the September 1992 mean distri-
bution of upper-tropospheric humidity as derived from
satellite observations (top), as simulated by CCM3
(middle), and the difference between the two (bottom).
All grid points with active convection (i.e. cloud fraction
over 20% for the observations and precipitation over
5 mm/day for CCM3) were excluded from the monthly
means to reduce the effects of cloud contamination.
There may remain some cloud contamination of the
observed UTH, which could yield a slight moist bias.
The monthly-mean observed and simulated wind vec-
tors overlay the corresponding UTH distributions. The
simulated UTH captures the overall pattern and extreme
values that were observed, with moist values along 10˚N
associated with ITCZ convection and mean relative
humidities well below 15% in the southern subtropics.
The moist region in the simulation, however, is more
zonally uniform than the observations and spreads less
far to the south. The difference map reflects this dispar-
ity. Negative values near 5˚N, 100˚W indicate that the
gradient from wet to dry is farther north in the simula-
tion. Positive values near 10˚N, 145˚W result from vari-
ations in the observed moisture along the ITCZ. The
discrepancy in the moisture patterns is very likely a
result of a discrepancy in the observed and simulated
upper-level winds. The observations show northeasterly
winds over the South Pacific whereas the simulated
Easterlies are considerably more zonal. Note that the
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large differences at 5N, 100W correspond to an intensi-
fication of the northeasterlies in the observations. Hur-
rell et al (1998) note a similar discrepancy in this region
when comparing the 15-year mean winds simulated by
CCM3 with observations for the southern winter (June-
July-August).

Figure 3 (crosses) is a scatter-plot of the observed
and simulated monthly-mean values at each grid point.
Each cross is the average of the 30 daily simulated or
observed UTH values in a given 2.5˚×2.5˚ gridbox. All
convectively-active gridboxes are excluded from the
average using the cloud fraction and precipitation
thresholds discussed above, and thus the scatter plot
shows UTH values averaged only over convectively-
inactive gridboxes. A slight 3 percentage-point dry bias
in the simulated UTH is overwhelmed by scatter. The
wide scatter reflects the discrepancies in the geographi-
cal distribution of moisture as discussed above.

Figure 3. Scatter plot of simulated and observed upper-tropo-
spheric relative humidity values. Crosses indicate monthly mean
of values at the same latitude and longitude. Circles indicate the
mean of all values in the same interval of subsidence from con-
vective source

5. Moisture Variation along Trajectories in
Observations and CCM3 Simulation

As discussed above, the recent observational stud-
ies by Salathé and Hartmann (1997), Pierrehumbert
(1998), and Soden (1998) have shown that advection of
moisture by subsiding motions gives a useful descrip-
tion of the observed tropical moisture distribution away
from convection. We shall now explore whether CCM3
can duplicate these observed results. Success in dupli-
cating this behavior will indicate that the model can cap-
ture processes that are essential to the large-scale

relationship between tropical convection and upper-tro-
pospheric moisture.

Following the method described in Salathé and
Hartmann (1997), we compute trajectories of the 500-
200 mb layer that originate in deep convective systems
during September 1992. Trajectories are computed for-
ward from the convective source and the vertical veloc-
ity is found at each step from a radiative cooling
calculation (see section 2). The vertical velocity is inte-
grated along the trajectory to give the net vertical sub-
sidence for all points along the trajectory. In general,
multiple trajectories can pass through a single gridbox if
they converge. Thus, the net subsidence since exiting
convection for air in a gridbox can be found by averag-
ing the subsidence values for all trajectories points that
lie in the gridbox. We then match the observed UTH to
the net subsidence in each gridbox at each time. The
relationship between UTH and subsidence for the
observed data (satellite-derived UTH and ECMWF
winds) is shown by the crosses and dashed line in Fig 4
and represents a composite view of subsidence and dry-
ing along a two-dimensional trajectory. Each cross rep-
resents the normalized average UTH in the 2 mb
subsidence interval centered at that point. The dashed
line is a cubic fit to the data to help visualize the rela-
tionship. The UTH values are normalized by a factor of
55%, which is the average observed UTH in the convec-
tive region (i.e., for zero subsidence), so that the values
represent the fractional decline in relative humidity
since leaving convection

Figure 4. Upper-tropospheric relative humidity as a function of
subsidence. Circles and crosses are means in 2 mb subsidence
intervals for the simulation and observation; solid and dashed
line are a cubic fit to the data. Dash-dot line is the theoretical
relationship.
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While the relationship between UTH and subsid-
ence depends upon wind analyses that are influenced by
the ECMWF atmospheric model, this relationship nev-
ertheless represents our best estimate of the actual state
of the atmosphere. The only ECMWF field that the
results heavily depend upon is the upper-level horizontal
winds. Moisture and convective activity come from sat-
ellite observations. Temperature only weakly influences
the analysis. Vertical velocity, which is derived from the
observed UTH and ECMWF temperature and moisture
through radiative transfer calculations, varies little from
typical tropical values. The ECMWF upper-level hori-
zontal wind analyses are the field most tightly con-
strained by observations and most consistent with
observations.

To test whether the GCM correctly simulates this
relationship between subsidence and upper-tropospheric
moisture, we repeat the analysis using the simulated
winds and UTH for the same month. As with the
observed data, all trajectory values falling into a gridbox
are averaged to give a subsidence value at each gridbox
sampled by the trajectory analysis. The relationship
between the simulated UTH and subsidence is shown by
the circles and solid line in Fig 4; as above, each circle is
the normalized average UTH in a 2 mb subsidence inter-
val and the solid line is a cubic fit. The simulated humid-
ity in the convective regions is 46%, which is the
normalizing factor. We compare normalized UTH val-
ues from the observations and CCM3 since the differ-
ence in humidities found in the convective regions is
very sensitive to the choice of the threshold values for
convection, whereas these choices do not strongly affect
the relationship between UTH and subsidence. Thus,
comparing normalized UTH emphasizes the shape of
the subsidence drying curves in Fig 4. Nevertheless, the
actual bias between observed and CCM3 UTH is fairly
small, as can be seen in Fig. 3, where dimensional val-
ues are used. The CCM3 UTH is on average 3 percent-
age points dryer than the observations for the trajectory
comparison, as it is for the geographical comparison.

Following Salathe and Hartmann (1997), the
expected drying of the upper tropospheric layer after
exiting convection and subsiding can be computed by
assuming that all parcels in a column of air subside
together, specific humidity is conserved in each parcel,
and the temperature adjusts to the environmental value
by radiative cooling balancing adiabatic warming. Thus,
if the specific humidity profile in the convectively active
region iss(p) and the environmental temperature profile
is T(p), then when an air parcel has subsided fromp1 to
p2, its specific humidity will bes(p1) and its temperature
will be T(p2). Relative humidity will decrease as the par-
cel subsides since its specific humidity remains fixed
while its temperature increases to the environmental

value at the lower level. The radiative cooling required
for a parcel to subside a certain pressure increment
depends on the environmental temperature profile.

For each increment of subsidence, we find the
humidity profile of the subsided column as described
above and integrate relative humidity over the 500-
200 mb layer to obtain UTH as a function of subsidence.
Choosing an initial specific humidity profile in the con-
vective region to give 75% relative humidity at all lev-
els, taken with respect to ice below 273K, we compute
UTH as shown by the theoretical curve (dash-dot) in Fig
4. The curve has been normalized by UTH=58%, which
is the value of UTH for no subsidence (i.e. in the con-
vective region). The observations and simulation follow
similar drying curves, but both dry less quickly than the
theoretical curve. The less rapid drying of the observed
and simulated data compared to the theory likely reflects
a breakdown of the simple theory at larger distances
along the trajectory. The accumulation of small amounts
of moisture injected by shallow convection could cause
slower drying. Also, since the dry conditions at large
subsidence values represent a small fraction of the total
atmosphere, any mixing would be with younger, less
subsided, air parcels and would have a relative moisten-
ing effect.

To further illustrate the similarity between the sim-
ulated and observed subsidence drying, in Fig. 3 (cir-
cles) the observed UTH values are plotted against the
simulated UTH values from the same subsidence inter-
val; in this figure, values are not normalized to show the
small bias that remains. Since the trajectories are limited
to the clear-sky, these points reflect only convectively-
inactive values, as for the crosses from the geographical
comparison. UTH values are averaged in 2 mb subsid-
ence intervals so that each interval contains approxi-
mately 30 independent UTH values, corresponding to
the 30 values in the monthly averages used for the geo-
graphical comparison. Thus, the circles and crosses rep-
resent averages over approximately the same number of
independent data values.

By matching UTH values with the same amount of
subsidence, the circles compare the two fields according
to similar dynamical history rather than by simply occu-
pying the same latitude and longitude as for the pairs
marked by crosses. Again, no clear bias between the
simulated and observed UTH can be seen, but the scatter
is considerably reduced, implying a much better ability
of the model to capture the observed UTH variability.
However, the reduced scatter in Fig. 3 and the two
curves in Fig. 4 reveal that the simulation does not pro-
duce sufficient moisture near convection and UTH does
not decrease quite as rapidly away from convection as
observed. The increased scatter at low UTH is likely due
to the problems with the trajectory method at large dis-
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tances from convection as noted in Salathé and Hart-
mann (1997). The trajectory calculation itself becomes
uncertain at large distances and moisture injection by
shallow convection or by sub-gridscale mixing may also
be important. The results, however, show that, to a large
extent, the CCM3 captures the observed rapid drying as
air subsides away from convection.
6. Conclusion

Since this study has been based on only a single
month of data over a small region, we cannot conclu-
sively characterize the ability of the CCM3 to simulate
subtropical water vapor. The western subtropical
Pacific, however, is an ideal region for examining the
mechanisms controlling water vapor since convection is
persistent along the ITCZ and an extremely large and
dry region forms in the southern hemisphere during
September.

Comparing the geographical pattern of monthly
mean observed and simulated UTH suggests the model
can capture the overall monthly-mean pattern of mois-
ture and convection, but substantial discrepancies in the
patterns imply deficiencies in the simulated moisture
transport. These moisture discrepancies appear to coin-
cide with differences in the simulated and observed
large-scale winds, however, and therefore may not indi-
cate an important deficiency in the model physics, since
it is a free-running climatology run and not a numerical
weather prediction. Thus, the ability of the model to
simulate the processes controlling moisture is masked
by its inability to precisely simulate the location of
dynamical features on a monthly time scale, given only
the weak forcing of observed sea surface temperature.

The lagrangian depiction of moisture advection and
subsidence presented in Salathé and Hartmann (1997),
Pierrehumbert (1998), and Soden (1998) suggests a
means of evaluating the simulated moisture that
removes essential processes from the detailed weather
patterns. Comparison of the simulated relationship
between subsidence and UTH with the observational
results from Salathé and Hartmann (1997) shows that
CCM3 captures the observed relationship quite well.
Comparing observed and simulated UTH for gridpoints
with similar subsidence histories shows much better cor-
relation between observations and simulation than com-
paring Eulerian averages. It appears, therefore, that
CCM3 can simulate important processes linking tropical
convection and the transport of moisture to the subtrop-
ics. Consequently, improvements in the moisture simu-
lation will depend on advances in the simulation of
convective regions and in the convective parameteriza-
tion.
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